shape of data for "Problems"), is in danger of making too much of such elegant trifles as Trilinear Coordinates. ... One grand step to the supply of this want is, of course, the introduction into the scheme of examinations of such branches of mathematical physics as the Theory of Heat and Electricity. But it appears to me that the study of a mathematical method like Quaternions, which, while of immense power and comprehensiveness, is of extraordinary simplicity, and yet requires constant thought in its applications, would also be of great benefit. With it there can be no "shut your eyes and write down your equations," for mere technical dexterity of analysis is certain to lead at once to error on account of the novelty of the processes employed. ' While Cayley recoiled, Tait set about freeing quatemions, if not physics itself, from the shackles of coordinate geometry. He began in 1868 by recasting some formulas of Cayley in quaternions and elicited results much more directly. Two years later he introduced a new definition of the differential operator, without resorting to Cartesian representation. It was these two papers that landed Tait the Keith Prize (see [1] ); but, coming as they did on the back of the controversial preface they forced Cayley to make his position clear. He freely accepted that quatemions were amazingly effective devices for contracting a large amount of information into a relatively small number of symbols. All the requisite information was contained within these 'pocket maps', as he dubbed them, but it was the full scale Cartesian map which offered up its information the more readily. There the matter rested for fourteen years. Tait and Cayley acknowledged that there was a gulf between them but there was no animosity.
Maxwell, meanwhile, was fully supportive of Tait. In a letter of November 1871 he characterised the quaternion as a 'flaming sword which turns every way and the Cartesian method as a ram, pushing westward and northward (and downward?)'. He believed there to be a distinct possibility that quatemions would supersede Cartesian methods in time but noted that progress was slow. A degree of pragmatism was required during the period of transition. In September 1878 he asked Tait: 'May one plough with an ox and an ass together? The like of you may write everything in pure 4nions, but in the transition period the bilingual method may help to introduce and explain the more perfect system ...'
And this in the face of a severe practical problem:
'Now in the bilingual treatise it is troublesome, to say the least, to find that the square of AB is always positive in Cartesians and always negative in 4nions, and that when the thing is mentioned incidentally you do not know which language is being spoken ... It is also awkward when you are discussing, say, kinetic energy to find that to ensure its being +ve you must stick a -sign to it, and that when you are proving a minimum in certain cases the whole appearance of the proof should be trending towards a maximum.' Sadly, Maxwell's influence was lost in 1879 when he succumbed to cancer and Tait Tait gave the equivalent result in quaternions, noting its 'simplicity and intelligibility': 1 .dp V (p -p,)dp
.dpJ T(p-Pl)3
Cayley offered counterexamples, Tait responded by countering them. With the temperature rising in 1894, Cayley questioned whether quatemions constituted a mathematical method at all and Tait sought to challenge Cayley's priority in discovering matrices.
The two remained 'poles asunder' in the words of Tait. They agreed that each should make out a case for their respective algebraic forms at a meeting of the Royal Society of Edinburgh on 2 July 1894 and present them for publication side by side in the Proceedings. In his paper, 'On Coordinates versus Quatemions', Cayley differentiated between quaternions in pure and in applied mathematics, concluding that they are structurally interesting but, even applied to geometry, offer nothing but an abbreviated notation. They are neither useful nor natural. Tait 
Gibbs. Gibbs departed from the quatemionists by using a dot to denote a scalar product (u. v) and a cross to indicate a vector product (u x v).
Quatemions and vector analysis differ fundamentally in respect of the definitions which underpin them. In quaternions, the square of the unit vector is -1 whereas in the algebra of Gibbs it is a dyad with unit dot product and zero vector product. Scalar and vector products are used without the concept of the quatemion being evoked at all.
Gibbs was not alone in producing a vector analysis in the 1880s. Oliver Heaviside was well versed in quatemions but like Gibbs considered their form unnecessarily elaborate for the purposes they were designed to fulfil. Gibbs then compared the two competing algebras, concentrating on the felicity with which sums, scalar products and vector products describe physical quantities. As fundamental notions there is a triviality and artificiality about the quaternionic product and quotient, he argued. Furthermore, quaternions cannot be used to analyse problems in four or more dimensions while vectors admit of extension. Finally the notation used for the two forms of multiplication is simpler in vector analysis. Superior in both its notions and notations the vector algebra of Gibbs is anything but a monster.
As fate would have it the appearance of Gibbs's letter coincided with Edinburgh University's main diet of examinations and Tait's time was at a premium. Rather than considering at length the points raised and dismissing them with a detailed argument he responded with a relatively brief letter to Nature within a month. Whilst stressing that in Hamilton's notation there is a reduced need for brackets he also conceded that the notations of the new algebra are 'very ingenious, and well calculated to furnish short cuts to various results already obtained.' On the question of extension he asked, 'What have students of physics, as such, to do with space of more than three dimensions?' This question would surely have haunted Tait had he lived to hear Herman Minkowski's Cologne address of 1908 in which Einstein's mathematical foil explained that 'henceforth, space by itself, and time by itself, are doomed to fade away into mere shadows, and only a kind of union of the two will preserve an independent reality.'
Only a few weeks passed before Gibbs again wrote to Nature. This time he gently took Tait to task over comments he had made about Grassmann's algebra in the previous letter, in the Encyclopedia Britannica and in the third edition of his book. Gibbs extolled the virtues of Grassmann's algebra and pointed out that it was the first algebra to incorporate the linear vector function. To some extent this was by the by, he argued, because virtually anyone can debate priority issues whereas few can discuss the respective merits of various algebras. Gibbs knew that priority issues were Tait's Achilles' heel. Tait found them compelling but he rarely researched them well. The paper was carefully constructed and reasonable and it must have appealed greatly to the uncommitted and the neutrals [5] . From Tait's brief rejoinder it is clear that Gibbs had caught him offguard. This was not the old territory; he was being made to fight on new ground and his response was brief and inadequate. This is Tait at his weakest, unwilling or unable to parry the criticism and apologetic to boot. 'Since 1860, when I ceased to be a Professor of Mathematics, I have paid no special attention to general systems of Sets, Matrices, or Algebras... ' And so it went on with the quatemionists emphasising algebraic simplicity and mathematical elegance and the vector analysts giving weight to naturalness and ease of comprehension. In all twelve scientists from England, Scotland, America and Australia made three dozen contributions to eight scientific journals in a little over three years. Tait wrote with the authority of a distinguished scientist but he also wrote with bitterness. Furthermore he wrote for and spoke to an Edinburgh audience already sympathetic to the cause. It was parochial and it was safe. Gibbs wrote dispassionately and constructed, in the words of Crowe, 'masterpieces of mathematical rhetoric. ' Regrettably, from Tait 
